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Nutrients are basic elements for healthier biological process in the ocean.The wa-
ters in parts of the fjord like some of the worlds coastal areas doesn’t experience
exchange between the coast and nutrient and oxygen rich bottom waters. Due to
shallow inlet, replacement of water becomes very limited. Pollution from the aqua-
culture industry, has also played a role in low level oxygen at the bottom (Soltveit
and Jensen, 2017).
The main purpose of this thesis is to show ways on how to improve the con-
ditions of the low quality water by entraining and mixing of the waters from the
bottom of the sea. One of the different mechanisms that would help in achieving
this, is to discharge fresh waters down to the bottom of the fjord. This can create
a movement between the waters so that nutritious rich water from the bottom en-
trained and the over all water quality improved. To get this, buoyant plume model
is an effective mechanism since it can entrain large volume of fresh water and mix
it with an ambient fluid (Fischer et al., 1979).
A mathematical model has been made for the prediction of spreading and rising
of a round buoyant fresh water plume in uniformly stratified stagnant fluid. The
model is based on the governing equation of volume, momentum and buoyancy
fluxes. The integral equations has been derived in radial and vertical directions
using axi-symmetric assumptions. In order to get closure, the basic entrainment
assumption has been tested for different values of entertainment constant. The
amount of waters entrained from the surrounding in per unit area is of a great
interest, since it helps in the design of the over all time needed to transport all the
nutrients from the bottom of the water. The maximum vertical distance traveled
by the plume is calculated and analyzed for a range of initial parameters when the
fresh water hits the linearly stratified fluid. The effects of linear stratification on the
plume has also been studied. The model is based on initially round, buoyant plume
discharged continuously into stagnant and uniformly stratified water. Mathematical
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1.1 Basic concepts of jets and plumes
The main difference between jets and plumes is that in jets flow is produced by
continuous momentum sources whereas in plumes the flow is driven by buoyancy
sources. For instance the high velocity flow in a pipe can be considered as a jet while
a smoke from a rising fire forms a plume. Despite the fluid is discharged as a jet
where the force of buoyancy (which is the result of the density difference between
the discharged and the ambient fluids) is not dominant, it eventually changed in
to plumes given enough distance from the source. Both of jets and plumes can be
laminar or turbulent. In the next two subsections, the detailed description of each
of the classifications will be presented.
1.1.1 Jets
A jet is the flow of fluid into a surrounding medium of the same or similar fluid
(Fischer et al., 1979). Turbulent jets are a very common feature in many waste
disposal system design such as heating or cooling towers effluent disposal into the
ocean (Fischer et al., 1979). They also occur naturally in “black smokers” which is
released from deep sea hydrothermal vents(Lee and Chu, 2003). The flow in a jet
near at the discharge point is controlled by the initial conditions such as exit velocity,
turbulence intensity and velocity distribution. Mostly the initial flow is driven by
the momentum of the fluid at the discharge point. Since velocity is momentum per
unit mass, any means of producing velocity is a momentum force (Lee and Chu,
2003). Many laboratory experiments show that when Reynolds number which is
defined as Re = 2w0b/ν is greater than 2000, the jet become turbulent (Lee and
Chu, 2003). Where w0, b and ν are exit velocity, source radius and fluid viscosity
respectively.
1.1.2 Plumes
A flow in a plume is somewhat similar to that of a jet except it is driven by the
force of buoyancy which is a potential source of energy that provides the fluid with
positive or negative buoyancy with respect to the surrounding environment Fischer
et al. (1979). Many physical processes can be the cause for the change in the density
of the fluid (Fischer et al., 1979). Plumes can be either laminar or turbulent flow
1
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in nature. If Reynolds number which is a transition from laminar to turbulent, is
sufficiently high, then the flow becomes fully turbulent. When both momentum and
buoyancy are present at the source, it classified as buoyant jets. Near the source in
buoyant jets, momentum is the dominant force. But buoyancy is a significant factor
in some cases at the source when the momentum created by the buoyancy force is
greater than the initial momentum force.
Figure 1.1: (a) A vapour plume above an industrial smoke stack. (b) An inverted
shadowgraph image of a saline plume (Source: Oxford University )
1.1.3 Plume classifications
A flow generated by a finite source of mass and excessive momentum flux is called
forced plumes (Morton, 959b). Plumes are classified based on non-zero initial vol-











whereQ0,M0 and F0 are the initial volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes. Whereas
α is the entrainment constant (refer to Section 2.1.3). When Γ0 = 1, the plume is
called pure plumes as the volume and momentum fluxes are in balance. The plumes
are called lazy plume when there is less momentum flux with the same amount of
volume and buoyancy fluxes as Γ0 > 1. The plumes become forced plume when Γ0
is less than one. Plumes are also classified depending on the direction of the initial
momentum and buoyancy fluxes. When they are in the same direction, it is called
positively buoyant plumes. The plumes in this case is dominated by momentum at
the source while the force of buoyancy dominates far from the source. When the
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initial momentum and buoyancy fluxes are in opposite direction, the plumes is called
negatively buoyant plume.
1.2 Related literature overview
The models for the characteristics of turbulent buoyant jets and plumes has been
studied since 1930s. The foundation work on plumes which includes the mixing of
the surrounding fluids in to the plume was laid by Zeldovich (1937) and later on by
Morton et al. (1956).
Experimental studies of plumes in stagnant ambient fluid by Rouse et al. (1952)
showed that the velocity profile exhibited a Gaussian distribution and the width of
the plume expanded linearly with the height of the plume.
The classic and remarkable paper that shows a different integral models for solv-
ing plume model problems in uniformly stratified environment was done by (Morton
et al., 1956). For the first time, they introduced the idea of entrainment hypothesis
which is a solution for closure of turbulent flow equations. The exact value of its
entrainment coefficient has become an open question since then. They wrote a series
of equations for the conservation of volume, momentum and buoyancy flux for strat-
ified environment. These conservation equations have considered Boussinesq plumes
which is the density difference between the plume and the fluid into which they are
submerged. In Boussinesq approximation, the density difference wouldn’t be con-
sidered except when it is multiplied by gravity. These equations are discussed in
detail in Chapter 2. The study of forced plumes was conducted by Abraham (1963)
in his doctoral thesis. He assumed the plume spreads horizontally at a certain rate
questioning the use of constant entertainment coefficient by (Morton, 959b).
In all the previous cases the environment is assumed to be uniformly stratified.
The case of non-uniformly stratified environment for turbulent plumes was examined
by (Caulfield andWoods, 1998). They found that if the stratification decayed rapidly
enough, no matter how the environment stratified, the plume will continue rising
indefinitely without reaching a neutral buoyancy level. Analytical solution for a
point source forced plume in uniformly stratified environment has been developed
by (Wong and Wright, 1988). In an experimental study, they measured terminal
dilution and predicted maximum rise height of the plume.
1.3 Thesis objectives
The basin waters in parts of the fjords is becoming oxygen depleted because of lack
of replacement of nutrients and oxygen rich bottom and the coast waters (Soltveit
and Jensen, 2017). The deep water renewal process is a phenomena that overcome
this problem. This can be triggered by natural or artificial upwelling. Naturally the
water renewal takes place when the coastal water above sill level is denser than the
deep water. Because of the density difference, the deep water goes to the bottom,
while the deep water is lifted to higher levels. This inflow creates turbulence that
can generate mixing of the new water with the adjacent waters. If such diffusive
vertical exchange continues, stratification of the basin decreases in time which leads
to advective water exchange (Aure and Stigebrandt, 1989).
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According to Aure and Stigebrandt (1989) stagnation periods occur when ad-
vective processes couldn’t drive the water renewal process, though vertical diffusion
may also involve the biological consumption of oxygen which is somewhat equal to
the decay rate of oxygen. Upwelling nutritious water from deep ocean to the near
surface water increases primary production since it brings the nutrient-rich, deep
ocean water to the euphotic zone which increases the total nutrient concentrations
and enhance mariculture (Yiwen et al., 2016). Although it’s only 0.1% of the sea
surface where the natural upwelling occurs, the quantity of fishes produced there
occupies more than half of all products of fishes in the world (Nagamatsu and Shima,
2006).
The main purpose of this thesis is to build a mathematical model that can
entrain and mix the water from the bottom of the fjords which helps in improving
the conditions of the low quality water. The model is based on the assumption of
discharging fresh water from bottom of the fjord. This mechanism is called artificial
upwelling. Many studies on artificial upwelling mechanisms are made for enhancing
mariculture so far (Golmen, 1998).There are two ways to do artificial upwelling
the deep sea water. One way is by using a pump and another is to make special
underwater structures1 on the bottom of the sea for upwelling Nagamatsu and Shima
(2006). According to McClimans et al. (2002) and the density profiles in Appendix
A.3, there is a reasonable linear stratification in parts of the fjord. In such cases
fresh water can be used down to the bottom of the sea. Hence, the plume emerges
upward direction because of the density difference between the submerged water and
the environment. The developed model has also been tested in Section 2.7 for the
sensitivity of the predictions to variations in entrainment coefficient and buoyancy
frequency.
1Special underwater structures that put on the sea bottom includes fence, V-shaped structure
and mount. These structures are advantageous in relation to less maintenance costs and need no
power supply (Nagamatsu and Shima, 2006).
Chapter 2
Mathematical formulations of the
plume model
2.1 Introduction
A round plume is driven by the continuous force of buoyancy caused by the density
difference between the discharging fluid and the surrounding fluid. The initial state
of motion then changed eventually into turbulence and the flow spreads radially by
entraining ambient fluid. For the round plume, as is shown in Figure 2.1, where
considering the dimension of the source and initial momentum flux, the maximum








where F0 is initial buoyancy of the plume which is produced by discharging fluid of
density ρ0 and z is the vertical distance from the source. In the same way according
to Batchelor (1954), the maximum vertical concentration and the mass flux at the





Many experiments have been done to relate the variable r/z with the above
function F and G. In many of the cases, the approximation of these data assumes
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where b is the width of the plume while λb is the width for the concentration profile.
As one can see, the width of the concentration profile is wider in small degree by a
factor λ compared with the width of the velocity profile, b. According to the data
from Papanicolaou and List (1988), the width of the plume increases linearly away























Figure 2.1: Schematic of velocity and concentration profile in a round plume.
2.1.1 Governing equations
The general flow equations for an inviscid fluid in a Cartesian coordinates can be











where ρ is density of the fluid, p is pressure, t is time and vi is velocity component
along xi. With (i = 1, 2, and 3 ), repeated indices in the equation indicates Einstein
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Considering a vertical axisymmetric of an incmpressible flow of a cylindrical coor-
dinates system with no variability in θ 1, the velocity and concentration profile can
be given by:









where wm and cm are the maximum vertical velocity and concentration, and b is
plume radius. Considering vertical axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates system,














where V andW are the velocity components in the radial r and vertical z directions,
respectively. According to Schlichting (1979), the vertical momentum for the vertical














The continuity equation can be written as
∂ρ
∂t
+∇.(ρu) = 0 (2.10)
where u is the velocity field in cylindrical coordinates system and defined as u =

























Both the vertical and radial velocities vary in time because of turbulent fluctuations,
so the velocity is decomposed in to a mean and a turbulent component, i.e the
traditional Reynolds decomposition. For V and W the Reynolds decomposition
1Assuming a cylindrical coordinates plane, θ is the angle between the reference direction on the
plane and the line from the origin to the projection of the point on the plane
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would be
V = v + v′
W = w + w′
(2.13)
where v and w are the time averaged part where as v′ and w′ are the fluctuating









Substituting the Reynolds decomposition into Equation 2.8 and taking the mean of
























where the overbar denote the time average of the fluctuating parts. The detailed
derivation of the above radial component momentum equation is presented in Ap-

























The detailed derivation of Equation 2.16 is found in Appendix A.2. Substituting the
values of V and W from Equation 2.13 into Equation 2.11 and after some algebra,














Equation 2.17 is called density or mass conservation. At this point we refer to the
idea of Boussinesq approximation that ignores a small density differences except
in the cases when they are multiplied by g, the gravitational acceleration. This
approximation helps to consider a single density (In this case we can say that density
of the plume is approximately equal to density of the environment, ρ ≈ ρa) which
will simplify the derivation of the equations. For a fluid at rest or at zero velocity,
it’s pressure gradient is balanced by the force of gravity, ∂p
∂z
= −ρag. By applying
Boussinesq approximation, replacing ρ with a reference density, ρ0 in all terms except
in ρg, most of the time the reference density is the density of the environment at
















where g′ = (ρa−ρ)
ρ0
is the reduced gravity. To summarize the continuity equation,
radial and vertical momentum equations and mass conservation equation, assuming




































There are two assumptions taken from the boundary conditions of the plume (Lee
and Chu, 2003)
i. The velocity in the radial direction is much less than the velocity in the axial
direction, v  w
ii. The partial derivative of the velocity in the axial direction is much less than




By applying the boundary-layer conditions in Equation 2.15, which is the radial
momentum equation and neglecting small terms, we get
p+ ρ(v′)2 ' p∞ (2.23)
We see that the above governing equations leads us in which there are more un-
knowns than equations because of the flow is divided into mean and fluctuation
parts. This is called the closure problem of turbulence model and the details may
be found in (Tennekes and Lumley, 1994).
2.1.2 Eulerian integral model
One way to achieve the turbulent closure of the plume equations is to integrate the
plume equations across the buoyant plume. Multiplying Equation 2.19 by 2πr and
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where Qe is defined as the entrainment flow per unit length. Here the interesting
point is that as r goes to ∞, v goes to 0, but as Lee and Chu (2003) put it, rv
remains finite. This tells us about the entrainment of flow in to the plume and can
be written as Qe = 2πbve where ve is the entrainment velocity at the lateral edge of
the plume, r = b.














Similarly the integral method can be applied on Equation 2.25 across the plume










The buoyancy force, which is represented by the right hand side equation, is the
gravitational force resulting from the difference in density. Whereas, the momentum
flux which is represented by the left hand side equation, is due to the buoyancy force
in relation to the reduced density across the plume.













The above equation shows us that the buoyancy flux is inversely proportional to
height and directly proportional to the density gradient. The governing equations


























For the closure of the governing equations, additional equation for the entrainment
velocity ve is required. ve = αwm where α is the entrainment constant. Morton
et al. (1956) proposed the famous classical method for the entrainment assumption.
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Before Morton et al. (1956) put the hypothesis, Batchelor (1954) came up with
the increasing vertical flow in a plume implies that there is a mean inflow in the
vertical velocity. By the simplest assumption which is the entrainment velocity
is proportional to the vertical velocity which inturn proportional to the turbulent
velocity. After substituting the velocity profile in Equation 2.7 (assuming there
















′) = −πb2wmN2(z) (2.33)




is the square of the local buoyancy frequency. The exact
value of the entrainment coefficient is a matter of an open question. Laboratory
measurements of α vary considerably. When the environment is of uniform density,
the radial growth, b and α can be related as b = 6
5
αz (Details can be found in
Section 3.1.1). In the presence of buoyancy variation, α is related with bulk flow






(Turner, 1979). The radial growth
rate technique predicts higher value of α than the bulk flow measurement by Kaye
(2008). One of the explanations given for this phenomenon by Kaye (2008) is the
entrainemnt coefficient is lower in the near field zone and that the bulk flow mea-
surements basically integrate α over the plume height and produce lower value of α
than the value gained from measuring the radius of a fully developed flow.
2.1.4 Gaussian profile
Turbulent plume modeling by using Gaussian profile is the most common one since
it matches with the already proven experimental data by Scase and Hewitt (2011).
According to the data in Figure 2.1.4 obtained from the experiment by Papanico-
laou and List (1988), the center-line mean velocity and concentration profiles shows













The reduced gravity, which is the buoyancy force per unit mass of the fluid, have
the same profile as the concentration of any tracer (Lee and Chu, 2003).
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FIGURE 7. Non-dimensional (a) mean velocity and (b) mean concentration profile across a turbulent 
plumezll,: X, 8.58; 7 ,  11.77; 0, 14.80; 1, 17.02; 0,29.30;D(, 32.38; A, 38.26; >a, 47.98; V, 54.71; 
X, 61.87. 
over the range of z l l ,  of the present investigation, a value close to the 1.20 
commonly used in the integral models used for design calculations of buoyant jets 
(Muellenhof et al. 1985). 
The mean-velocity and concentration profiles normalized with the hime-averaged 
centreline values are plotted versus r / z  in figure 7 ( a ,  b )  for all experimental data with 
211, > 5 (plumes). There is some scatter to  the data because of the wide range of 
211, of the data plotted. The dimensionless elevation 211, varies from 8 (probably 
not a fully developed plume) to about 65 where the plume is presumably fully 
developed. Least-square Gaussian fits to the data plotted are 
= wc exp [ -9O(r/z)'], = cc exp [ - 80(r/z) ' ] .  (17) 
The concentration profile agrees with those measured by Zimin & Frik (1977) and 
Papanicolaou & List (1987). However, Nakagome & Hirata (1976), George et al. 
(1977) and Rouse et al. (1952) have reported wider concentration profiles than that 
of the present investigation. 
An issue of importance to volcano and other geophysical modellers are the rates of 
entrainment of ambient fluid, usually defined as an entrainment coefficient. Using 
the continuity equation (Fischer et al. 1979), and substituting the mean-centreline- 
velocity decay laws from the present experimental work W/wc = 0.149z/D and 
b, = 0 . 1 0 9 ~  in jets gives the jet entrainment coefficient aj = 0.0545. For a plume, 
substituting = 3.85&-+ from equation (13) and b,  = 0.1052 into the continuity 
equation, implies that ap = 0.0875. The values proposed by Fischer et al. (1979) for 
these respective entrainment coefficients are 0.0533 and 0.0833. 
The local Richardson number in a buoyant jet, defined as 
provides an estimate of the local degree of plume-like behaviour for the flow where 
parameters ,u(z),  p ( z )  and m(z) are the estimates of the volume flux and specific 
buoyancy and specific momentum flux of the mean flow a t  a distance z from the jet 
Figure 2.2: Gaussian distribution of measured mean velocity and concentration
profile in a round plume ((Papanicolaou and List, 1988))
2.1.5 Top-hat profile
The use of top-hat profile leads to a simpler mathematical derivations. The velocity
profile can be defined as:
w(r, z) =
w(z)T if r ≤ b0 Otherwise. (2.36)












where wT is the center-line velocity of a top-hat profile.
2.1.6 Zone of flow establishment
Much work has been done to study the trajectory characteristics of a plume when
integrated across its cross section for more than half a century. The development
of the plume is divided into the zone of flow establishment (ZFE) and the zone
of est blished flow (ZEF). The distance be w en the s urce nd he beginning of
ZEF, z < 5.2D0 develops from top hat profile at the exit to Gaussian profile at
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the beginning of ZEF (Lee and Chu, 2003). In the ZEF, z > 5.2D0, the profile is
assumed to be self-similar. This means the trajectory at different height look similar
in shape and can be approximated by Gaussian distributions. Assuming the top-hat
profile is maintained throughout the trajectory should be taken with a model of





















where A and B denotes the beginning and end of the ZFE. It is showed in Figure
2.3. Thus the profiles at A are top-hat and at B are Gaussian. bG is Gaussian radius
and wB is vertical velocity at point B.
By applying the same method, Henderson-Sellers (1983) showed the momentum












where bT is top-hat radius. For a large Froude number wA = wB and by equalizing

































where λ is a constant. Thus the volume, momnetum and buoyancy fluxes that has
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Figure 2.3: Zone of flow establishment (ZFE) and zone of established flow (ZEF)
for a plume (Henderson-Sellers (1983))
been defined at the beginning of ZEF occurs approximately at a distance of 5.2D0
Lee and Chu (2003).
2.2 Plumes in uniformly stratified environment
In general term, water bodies are density stratified due to salinity, temperature or
oxygenation differences. This creates layers with the least dense water sits at the
top of dense fluid. If this density difference is linear with depth, then we have a
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linear stratification. This stable stratification occasionally disturbed by turbulence.
These disturbance might be in the form of momentum and buoyancy which produce
a vertical motion which in turn mixes the water layers. Figure 2.4 shows a typical
density stratification in Sørfjorden, southern Hordaland county. The plume goes
upward as long as the density of the plume is less than the density of the envi-
ronment, as the same time the buoyancy flux of the plume decreases with height.
When the density of the plume reaches at a point equals with the density of the
environment, the buoyancy force becomes zero. Though the buoyancy vanishes at
a neutral buoyancy level, the plume overshoots to a certain height to form a dome
like form due to the momentum. This fluid falls back and spreads radially since it’s
weight is larger than the surrounding fluid.
As the dome fluid falls back mixing occurs to form a horizontal layer. Many
experiments show that the spreading layer is quite thick than the maximum height
the plume goes. The maximum height of a plume and the thickness of the horizontal
layer can be determined from laboratory experiments. Wong and Wright (1988)







Based up on repeated laboratory experiments, Briggs (1970) comes up with the







2.3 Integral analysis of the plume equations
A pure plume is where the flow pattern is governed by only the sources of buoyancy
where it has zero initial momentum flux and moves in the direction of the buoyancy
force. Away from the source, the plume develop increasing momentum flux due to
the continuous rise of the buoyant fluid. In a linearly stratified environment, the
plume will not continue to rise indefinitely. If the plume is lighter fluid, dispersion
and mixing of the plume might occur away from the source.
Morton et al. (1956) has analyzed for the plume rising from a point source driven
by buoyant force.
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Figure 2.4: The mean density profiles in Sørfjorden. Measurements which is provided
by NORCE (Norwegian Research Center) were made between 2011-2016.
2.3.1 Volume flux
As it has described in Subsection 2.1.3, we apply the entrainment hypothesis in order
to close the system. By combining this with Equation 2.29 and adopting Top-hat








2πrwdr = 2παbwm (2.50)
2.3.2 Momentum flux
By taking the vertical momentum equation which is derived in Equation 2.18 and
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As the plume goes up, the tracer concentration is affected by the change of buoyancy
flux. Since the density variation is very small that to be measured directly, the
convenient way is to measure it’s concentration deficiency or the rate of change of
heat. The result from both ways gives us indirect expression of the density deficiency.




′) = −b2wmN2(z) (2.54)
The above flux equations can be expressed in terms of the three unknown fluxes.
Let’s define the three entities as: Q = b2wm, M = b2w2m, F = b2wmg′. The volume,















2.4 Lagrangian plume modeling
Let’s consider a round plume with initial velocity w0. The material volume which
is discharged from the source over a time interval ∆t has a buoyancy force which is




Assuming constant F , a simple integration of the above equation gives
M = M0 + Ft (2.59)
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where M0 and F are initial momentum and buoyancy fluxes respectively.
It is apparent that when there is a density differences, then there is a buoyancy force
which generate fluid motion. According to spreading hypothesis, the plume spreads
linearly with height, db
dz









By using Equation 2.33 and 2.59 together with the assumption of zero initial mo-













































From the fact that z = b
β
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2.5 Basic modeling assumptions
The assumptions made in the the analysis and mathematical modeling of this thesis
report is listed below.
• Boussinesq approximation is used as the density difference is very small when
compared with the reference density
• The plume is not in cross flow or coflow. The ambient fluid is assumed stag-
nant, linearly stratified and at rest which makes it non turbulent
• Spreading current is axis symmetric since the fluid is assumed in stagnant
environment, a single exit pipe is considered.
• The heat exchange between the plume and the ambient water is ignored.
2.6 Initial conditions
Choosing an acceptable set of initial conditions will help us to review our mathemat-
ical models properly. It is a common phenomenon that the source of a plume might
show a different plume characteristics. But the plume produced by the continuous
source of buoyancy is likely to show a plume feature at a distance far from the source
regardless of the source characteristics. For instance if we take the momentum flux of
Equation 2.56, the initial momentum can not be zero. Hence, an appropriate values
of initial conditions are very important to solve the ordinary differential equations.
Let’s denote b0, wm0 and g′0 are the initial conditions in the top-hat model. Then,











2.7 Sensitivity analysis of the plume
By considering a point source plume, we can choose the initial boundary conditions
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Integrating the above equation, assuming constant N, i.e linear stratification and




(F 20 − F 2)1/2 (2.70)
The above equation shows that in linearly stratified environment the maximum
buoyancy flux for a plume happens at the source, then it decreases with height. The
notion of numerical sensitivity is that small change in the initial conditions must
evoke only small change on the output. Lets assume for a point source plume rising
in a linearly stratified environment, let’s choose the initial conditions as
Q = M = F = 1atz = 0. (2.71)
According to Turner (1979) a pure point source plume with constant buoyancy
frequency N, rises a finite height Hm by






Non-dimensionalization using Hc, the characterstics length and the source buoyancy































, N̂ = N (2.75)
The non-trivial initial condition for the governing equation considered as,
Q̂ = M̂ = F̂ = 1. (2.76)
To study the stability of the solutions, it is possible to take the perturbed initial
condition which is
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(Q̂, M̂ , F̂ )δ = (1, 1, 1) + δ(Q̄, M̄ , F̄ ) (2.77)
where δ is very small value which is less than 1.















Sensitivity analysis plays a fundamental role in mathematical modeling, engi-
neering and statistics for broad ranges of applications. According to Saltelli et al.
(2008) sensitivity analysis is the study of how the output of certain model is affected
by the input parameters. According to Equations 2.55 - 2.57, the parameters which
are found in the governing equations are α which is the entrainment constant and
the square of the buoyancy frequency, N2 . To achieve this, we need to calculate
the rate of change of volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes with respect to small
perturbations in the input parameters. In the next part, we will do the derivation













The first order sensitivity equation for the model parameter pi, is defined as the





where n is the number of parameters, y is the ODE variable of the volume, momen-
tum and buoyancy fluxes.
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where y,variables of the fluxes defined as
y′(z, p) = f(z, y(z); p) (2.85)
y(z0) = y0 (2.86)
In order to drive the sensitivities equations, we solve Equation 2.79 - 2.81 together
with Equation 2.83 - 2.86. Thus, the sensitivities equation is given by (It is a scenario




































with initial conditions of the sensitivities equations
s1(0) = s2(0) = s3(0) = 0 (2.93)
By using the above equations, the sensitivity of the buoyancy and momentum
flux towards the entrainment constant has been computed and shown in Figure 2.5
and 2.6. The figures compare before and after the sensitivity analysis has been done
and it shows the effect on the final rise height that is inline with the expected result.
The relative sensitivity equation of the plume model with respect to the buoyancy
frequency can be obtained in a similar way like the previous equation. But in this
case, we keep the entrainment coefficient constant.






















(b) Sensitivity of buoyancy flux with
respect to entrainment constant α.
Figure 2.5: Comparison of the buoyancy flux with it’s sensitivity function with
respect to the entrainment constant α . It is evaluated with initial values
(Q0,M0, F0) = (0.1, 0.01, 1) with α = 0.0116









(a) Volume flux with respect to
depth.








(b) Sensitivity of volume flux with
respect to entrainment constant α.
Figure 2.6: Comparison of the volume flux with it’s sensitivity function with respect
to the entrainment constant α . It is evaluated with initial values (Q0,M0, F0) =
(0.1, 0.01, 1) with α = 0.0116
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= −N2(z)s3 −Q (2.99)
with initial conditions
s1(0) = s2(0) = s3(0) = 0 (2.100)
The results in Figure 2.7 and 2.8 shows the plume model predicts the sensitivity of
the volume flux towards the buoyancy frequency by an average factor of 10−2. This
value is approximately consistent within the data that shows the density variation
of the environment.




















(b) Sensitivity of volume flux to en-
trainment constant α
Figure 2.7: Comparison of the volume flux with it’s sensitivity function with respect
to the buoyancy frequency N2 . It is evaluated with initial values (Q0,M0, F0) =
(0.1, 0.01, 1) with α = 0.0116
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(b) Sensitivity of buoyancy flux to
buoyancy frequency N2.
Figure 2.8: Comparison of the buoyancy flux with it’s sensitivity function to
the buoyancy frequency N2 . It is evaluated with initial values (Q0,M0, F0) =
(0.1, 0.01, 1) and α = 0.0116
2.8 Numerical model setup and results
The numerical model analysis of the plume is based up on the basic governing
equations which was discussed in Section 2.1.1. In addition the sensitivity of the
model with regards to the variation of certain variables has also been tested. The
plume is expected to have initial momentum at the source, however we assumed
that it’s influence is mainly confined around the source. As it has been discussed
in the previous sections, we follow axis symmetric fresh water submerged vertical
plume in a uniformly stratified environment.
The mathematical model which was written using Matlab ODE 45 has two major
parts. The first test case which uses source radius, vertical velocity and reduced
gravity; assesses the general entrainmnet models which was set by Morton et al.
(1956). Different maximum height predictions has also been discussed. In the
second part, the same analysis is performed but the plume model has run using
volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes.
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Table 2.1 shows test cases for a discharge with a round source of 2m diameter.
In each test cases, the same initial reduced gravity is used. Table 2.1 summarizes
the initial parameters involved in all of the four tests. In all of the tests, the plume
rises up to the neutral buoyancy level where the buoyancy flux becomes zero as
the density difference between the plume and its surrounding decreases to zero.
Then the plume overshoots the neutral buoyancy level due to inertia. It then falls
back because of the negative buoyancy and spreads out horizontally as a level of
equilibrium.
Test Pipe diameter Discharge Initial vertical velocity Initial reduced gravity
(m) (m3s−1) (ms−1) (ms−2)
1 2 3.14 ∗ 10−2 0.01 1
2 2 15.7 ∗ 10−2 0.05 1
3 2 31.4 ∗ 10−2 0.1 1
4 2 62.8 ∗ 10−2 0.2 1
5 1 7.85 ∗ 10−2 0.1 1
6 2 31.4 ∗ 10−2 0.1 1
7 3 70.65 ∗ 10−2 0.1 1
8 4 125.6 ∗ 10−2 0.1 1
Table 2.1: Initial values used in execution of the plume model
Figure 2.9 shows the mean vertical velocity along the depth where finally hits a
maximum height, zm and becomes zero. The tests from 5 to 8 in Table 2.1 show
that a larger outlet diameter is required to entrain large amount of ambient fluids
to the required depth.
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The test results in Table 2.2 shows the same amount of discharge for different
pipe diameters with the same initial buoyancy fluxes. According to Equation 1.1, the
plume formed is classified as a lazy plume. When we look at the initial conditions,
we might presume different plume characteristics. Test 1 has 1m while test 4 has 4m
pipe diameter (from Table 2.2). One can expect that all test cases from Table 2.2
could show different plume characteristics. However the results show the opposite.
For instance, the result in Figure 2.12 shows that the difference is very small in all
cases which implies the plume shows similar characteristics regardless of the initial

















Figure 2.9: Mean vertical velocity along with depth with different initial velocities.
The vertical velocity trajectory for a different pipe diameter is shown in Figure
2.10. The data is taken from Table 2.2. The result shows for the given discharge,
the larger exit diameter gives a higher rise height .According to Equation 3.21, the






has a maximum value of ≈ 0.09. This is a distance
where momentum would become negligible and the dominant effect is only the force
of buoyancy.
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Test Discharge Initial Momentum Flux Initial Buoyancy Flux Pipe diameter
(m3s−1) (m4s−2) (m4s−3) (m)
1 7.85 ∗ 10−2 0.785 ∗ 10−2 7.85 ∗ 10−2 1
2 7.85 ∗ 10−2 0.196 ∗ 10−2 7.85 ∗ 10−2 2
3 7.85 ∗ 10−2 0.085 ∗ 10−2 7.77 ∗ 10−2 3
4 7.85 ∗ 10−2 0.049 ∗ 10−2 7.85 ∗ 10−2 4














Figure 2.10: Mean vertical velocity along with depth with different discharge outlet
diameters.
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Figure 2.11: Reduced gravity plot along the plume axis for different initial velocities.
In all cases initial reduced gravity and source diameter are the same. NB: The figure
is zoomed in.
Figure 2.11 shows that the density variation profile for different initial velocities
along the trajectory of the plume. The data is taken from test 1 to 4 of Table 2.1.
From the figure we can see that the depth where the density of the rising plume equal
to the ambient density and the depth where the plume reaches maximum height. For
these initial conditions, the maximum height is expected to be few meters distance
above the equilibrium point. We can see that as the discharge increases, it’s rise
height increases but the plume entrains smaller amount of fluid.
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Figure 2.12: Vertical velocity and reduced gravity. Both figures have the same
initial discharges but different pipe diameters. Despite the significant pipe diameter
difference, both figures have similar plume characteristics.
The final volume flux is the sum of the upward volume flux at the level of neutral
buoyancy and the downward volume flux at the maximum height. The numerical
experiment data of Devenish et al. (2010) show that this flux comprise 80% and 19%
of the final volume flux respectively. This strongly supports the assumption made
by Devenish et al. (2010) that for a rising plume, the plume top and the overlapping
region are the main area of entrainment. In many cases, the source flux conditions
are unknown far from the source but it is not difficult to observe the maximum
plume height. The relationship between zmax and F0 is presented in Section 3.3.
Rooney and Devenish (2014) has provided a relationship between zmax and final
volume flux, Q by eliminating F0 , as:
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zmax = 1.34π
−1/3α−2/3N−1/3Q1/3 (2.101)
In a similar fashion, Bursik et al. (1992) come up with the formula for the relationship
between zmax and final volume flux, Q as
zmax = 22π
−1/3α−2/3N−1/3Q5/26. (2.102)
The coefficient and exponent are clearly seen different in Equation 2.102. Though
both of the equations give similar results for specific height range as described in
Rooney and Devenish (2014), the result from thesis’s data, as shown in Figure 2.13,
shows a significant difference among them. But it is not uncommon to have this level
of difference between Equation 2.101 and 2.102. Some data on which mathematical
models are based might have an error in logarithmic scale (Sparks, 1986).
Figure 2.13: Final plume volume flux as a function of maximum height. The graph
in red dot line represent the relationship in Equation 2.101 and the graph in blue
dot represent the relationship in Equation 2.102
The result in Figure 2.14 shows the width of the plume increases with distance
from the source. The spreading rate of around 0.17 is observed from this result.
It appears that this result is inline with the experimental results of the spreading
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rate variation from β = 0.102 ≈ 0.114 Lee and Chu (2003). The spreading rate
for the concentration profile is different from the rate for the velocity profile. The
characteristics radius of the concentration profile is the ratio of the concentration to
the velocity width; λ = bc
bv
.













Figure 2.14: Plume width as a function of height. The figure is zoomed in.
For most practical reasons, a constant spreading rate of β = dbv
dz
u 0.108 may be
applied for both jets and plumes Lee and Chu (2003). Because of the scope of this
thesis, we haven’t covered the concentration profile analysis.
Chapter 3
Results and analysis
3.1 Data analysis in different scenario
In this chapter we are going to analyze and obtain estimates of a plume forma-
tion in stagnant environment for a different scenario. It also covers the maximum
height obtained by the plume and also analyses the effects of initial conditions. All
the formulations and assumptions are based up on those described on the previous
chapters.
3.1.1 Uniform environment
A uniform environment is of uniform density where N = 0. Integrating the buoy-
ancy flux in Equation 2.39 gives out a constant buoyancy flux,
b2wmg
′ = F0, (3.1)
where F0 is the initial buoyancy flux. Thus, it shows that the buoyancy flux re-
mains positive and constant with a height in a uniform environment. Then the











The far-field solution to the above integral equation is proposed by Morton et al.
(1956) by assuming asymptotic solution where b(z) = abznb , w(z) = awznw and
33
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g′(z) = agz

























It can be seen that as z approaches the source, wm and g′ goes to ∞ that shows a
mathematical singularity where we can not able to predict in this condition. One
way to avoid this problem is to have a virtual source location where the initial
volume and momentum flux is different from zero so that the system will be well
posed (Tzou, 2015). The different ways of determining the location of the virtual
source where it matches the initial conditions, is presented in Hunt and Kaye (2001).
By employing the same mechanism in finding the asymptotic solution of the above


















F = F0 (3.10)
As formulated theoretically, in a uniform environment the plume goes up to the
surface as long as it is less dense than the environment. Figure 3.1a shows increasing
the buoyancy flux drives much water to the surface. But if we keep the buoyancy
flux constant, the volume flux exhibits no change at all no matter how we vary
the initial momentum and volume flux. In the same way it has shown in Figure
3.1b and 3.1c that even if we increase the discharge, the plume wouldn’t entrain the
surrounding fluid to the needed depth. However the volume flux that reaches the
surface increases as the discharge increases. Notice that in the presence of friction
and wave effects, the distance traveled by the plume reduces significantly due to the
friction takes out of the energy. In this thesis, those effects are neglected.
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0
 = 1.5
(a) Constant initial volume and momentum fluxes which is, Q0 = 1.5m3/s and M0 =
0.5m4/s2 in all of the simulations. Buoyancy flux, F0 = 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2m4/s3.



















(b) Constant exit velocityw = 0.6m/s and reduced gravity g′ = 1m/s2 in all cases. Exit
radius b = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4m.

























(c) Constant exit diameterD = 1.2m and initial reduced gravity g′ = 1m/s2 in all cases.
Initial exit velocity wm = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4m/s
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(d) Constant exit diameterD = 0.8m and initial vertical velocity wm = 0.6m/s in all
cases. Initial reduced gravity g′ = 0.7, 0.8, 0.39 and 1.0m/s2
Figure 3.1: The numerical solution for maximum rise height achieved by the plume
compared with the rise height formula presented by Briggs (1970) in Equation 3.30
.
3.1.2 In linearly stratified environment
In general, uniform stratification occurs often in oceans and atmospheres. In the
ocean it is determined by the physical water properties such as salinity and tem-
perature. The density of sea water increases with increasing salinity and decreases
with increasing temperature. In stable conditions, the least dense water lies on top
of heavier water layer. In most cases, this water layers are stably stratified. The
situation such as low saline water on top of a high saltier deep water is a very com-
mon phenomenon which is found in fjords and around it’s coastal areas which gets
runoff fresh waters from streams and rivers (Golmen, 1998). Figure 3.2 shows an
example of how salinity, temperature and density varies with depth in fjords.
As it was discussed in Section 2.1.3, the movement of the fluid element that
moved downward tends to return to it’s equilibrium position since it would become








The stratification can be said stably stratified if dρa
dz
< 0 and unstably stratified if
dρa
dz





is in the order of 10−4 to 10−5 which is similar with the values found in
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Figure 3.2: The diagram shows the interrelationship between salinity, density and
temperature of the oceanic waters in fjords (Golmen, 1998)
lakes and oceans (Fischer et al., 1979). In non uniformly stratified environment, the
displaced fluid moved downward would become lighter than it’s environment, has a
tendency to move towards it’s equilibrium position (Lee and Chu, 2003).
3.2 Plume height and spreading scenario
Lagrangian method is generally an alternative approach in solving the maximum
height reached by the plume. Due to momentum, at the neutral buoyancy level
where the density difference between the plume and it’s surrounding is zero, the
plume overshoots. Upon reaching the maximum height where the momentum flux
is zero, the plume falls back and spread out forming a horizontal layer.






. By using Equation 2.57 and M = Qw(z, t),
the time derivative of the buoyancy flux become
dF
dt
= −MN2(z, t) (3.12)
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. By using Equation 2.56, the




By combining Equations 3.12 and 3.13, we get
d2
dt2
M +MN2 = 0 (3.14)
It is a simple harmonic oscillator equation and the general solution with initial
momentum M0 is
M = A cosNt+B sinNt (3.15)
where A = M0 and B = F0N . By combining with equation of momentum, Equation














































The integral model in determining the entrainment process which was developed
by Morton et al. (1956) breaks down shortly after the plume reaches the maximum
height and starts to re-entrain the mixed fluid from the spreading layer. Wong and
Wright (1988) showed a formula for the thickness of the spreading layer, he as
he = 1.7F0N
−3/4 (3.20)
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This implies that the spreading layer thickness may account for 38% of the total
height in linearly stratified fluids. So it could be said with certainty that to use the
integral method is improper.
The process of mixing and entraining of the fluid vary with the distance from
the source. The near field which is a region in the neighborhood of the source where
initial mixing takes place. The momentum and buoyancy at the source determines
the flow pattern. In the near filed the plume acts like buoyant jets and then it
converted to a pure plume far from the source. According to Lee and Chu (2003),
the measure of a distance length scale defined by the buoyancy and momentum
fluxes at which the behavior of the discharged jet exhibits plume like characteristics









After conducting a series of experiments, Papanicolaou and List (1988) come up
with, for a certain distance from the source they defined a dimensionless distance,
z/ls from the flow source to attain asymptotic flows. The experiment involved the
measurements of w, v and ρ at a different distance from the origin. The results of
their experiments show that the flow behaves like a jet for z/ls < 1 and like a plume
for z/ls > 5 . For the value of z/ls between 1 and 5, the flow transforms from jets
to plumes.
3.3 Maximum height






























sin Nt dt (3.24)
The maximum height occurs at a point where the momentum flux goes to zero.
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Hence sin(Nt) = 0, integrating Equation 3.24 from t = 0 to t = π/N gives the



























After reaching the maximum height, the plume changes direction and starts to en-
train the mixed fluid and the upward flow. At this point, the integral formulation
cannot be used in determining the final height. According to experimental obser-
vations, the plume top fluctuates in steady state at a height about 0.7zmax Turner
(1979). However, the spreading hypothesis has a reasonable solution which is ob-
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(a) Constant exit velocityw, and reduced gravity g′ for each of the tests is 0.15m/s
and 1m/s2 respectively. Exit radius for each of the four tests is b = 0.6, 1, 1.6 and 2m
respectively. The horizontal axis represents the tests for each initial value parameters
consecutively.


















(b) Constant exit radius b, and reduced gravity g′ for each of the tests is 0.6m and 1m/s2
respectively. Exit velocity for each of the four tests is b = 0.15, 0.4, 0.6 and 2m/s respec-
tively. The horizontal axis represents the tests for each initial value parameters consecu-
tively.
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(c) Constant exit velocity w and radius b, 0.5m/s and 0.6m respectively. Reduced gravity,
g′ = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1m/s2. Constant exit velocityw, and source radius b′ for each of
the tests is 0.5m/s and 0.6m respectively. Reduced gravity, g′ for each of the four tests
is g′ = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1m/s2 respectively. The horizontal axis represents the tests for
each initial value parameters consecutively.
Figure 3.3: The numerical solution for maximum rise height achieved by the plume
compared with the rise height formula presented by Briggs (1970) in Equation 3.30
As Figure 3.3 shows the predicted maximum plume height compared to the plume
height prediction given by (Briggs, 1970) in Equation 3.30 which can be seen that
is in the good agreement for the rise height. But we can observe from the result
that as the initial values increases the gap between the two results also increases
with certain amount. But when it comes to reduced gravity as in Figure 3.3c, the
difference is considerable since stratification is a very important factor in affecting
height depth. In general, increasing the exit velocity and diameter increases the
height achieved by the plume.
3.4 Theoretical result of an entrainment coefficient
The entrainment model set by Morton et al. (1956) enables us for the description
of the flow in a plume. Although a lot of work has been made in understanding the
turbulent nature of a plume, the appropriate value of the entrainment coefficient is an
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open question. Most of experimental evidences suggest that α is not a constant value.
It can vary by as much as 60 percent over from jet to plume range, from αjet = 0.057
for the round jet to αp ≈ 0.09 for the round plume. To obtain a numerical prediction
of this entrainment constant, we have used a method of parameter estimation of a
differential equation in ODE 45. By using the value of the square of the buoyancy
frequency N2 fixed at N2 = 10−2, the value of α varied between 1∗10−2 to 11.6∗10−2.
These values of αp is used in calculating the rise height in Equation 2.101 and
Equation 2.102. The numerical prediction of an entrainment constant of α = 0.025




Summary, Conclusion and future
Work
4.1 Summary and conclusion
This thesis has presented a mathematical model formulations for the prediction of
spreading and rising of a round buoyant fresh water plume in uniformly stratified
and stagnant environments. Specifically, we have examined the case of fjords. The
study outlined the preliminary understanding of buoyant plume behavior based on
plume conservation equation and its closure entrainment assumption model. The
entrainment equation is used to quantify the turbulent mixing between the flow
and the environment. Mathematical modeling has been carried out to predict the
maximum and spreading heights among with the width, height, velocity, buoyancy,
mass and momentum all over to the top of the plume. The mathematical model
equation is based on the plume vertical gradient of the volume, momentum and
buoyancy fluxes.
The physical flow process of a submerged fresh water plume is divided into two
zones: Zone of flow establishment (ZFE) and Zone of established flow (ZEF). The
connection between the top-hat and Gaussian profiles with ZFE and ZEF is pre-
sented in Chapter 2. In many cases the usual discharge possess both momentum
and buoyancy. In the previous chapters, we have looked at jet behavior is governed
by momentum while plume behavior is governed by buoyancy. For a source directed
vertically upward, the kinetic energy of the motion decreases with height. At certain
point, the effects of buoyancy dominate. For positively buoyant plume, the buoy-
ancy acts in the same direction as the transport flow and it serves to increase the
momentum flux.
The numerical results presented in Chapter 2 using the source and ambient
conditions show that it is possible to raise a significant amount of sea water to any
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distance from the source by using fresh water plume. The maximum penetration
height of the plume by using Lagrangian method was developed. It is based on the
volume due to release of buoyancy at the source of the plume over a period of a time
unit. The result predicts that the volume flux decreases to zero at the maximum
height, indicating further mixing and re-entrainment as the plume fluid falls back.
The numerical results also indicate that the time taken for the volume flux to reach
a maximum height is independent of the buoyancy flux. Still this time, the exact
value of α is not defined precisely. The value taken from experimental measurements
vary considerably. Morton (959b) have found a value of 0.116 for top hat profiles
for plumes. In this thesis, numerical prediction of α has been made by using the
method of parameter estimation and the result agrees well significantly with the
expermentally determined value of α.
When the vertical distance from the source is not significantly larger than the
plume width, the entrainment model is unlikely to be valid. Recent studies indicate
the different entrainment coefficient models are mostly for fully developed flows and
in some areas such as the region of transition from forced to pure plume (Bhamidi-
pati and Woods, 2017). In the end a theoretical model is developed to examine
the sensitivity of the plume model to a conditions the entrainment constant and
buoyancy frequency. It highlights how sensitive is the plume model with respect to
the input parameters.
4.2 Future work
This thesis work has examined the analysis of vertical plume that has provided the
basic understanding of turbulence and mixing in plumes with some mathematical
models in obtaining consistent estimates of results. However in some engineering
applications, there might be a need to place the source at a vertical or horizontal
angle of discharge. The possible future extension of this thesis could include a model
for the case of an inclined plumes.
A single point discharge is assumed in this thesis work. But practical application
requires extension of this to multiport diffusers. Analyzing the orientation of the
plume flow with respect to the ocean currents can also be important. Furthermore,
in any multiple point discharges, the individual plumes merges to form clusters of
plumes flow. All of this feature create combinations of plume flow and interactions
between the plume which can be further studied in future work.
During plume modeling, the surrounding flow was considered stagnant. But in
practice, the ocean is often density stratified in a non-linear and dynamic manner.
In addition to this, currents are most of the time neither steady nor uniform. The
interaction of turbulent flows driven by the sources of buoyancy with the surround-
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ing flow is described as plumes in crossflow. The source in involve an additional
parameter uc, the crossflow velocity. Further studies could be made to compute the
trajectory and mixing of these plumes based on the numerical integral analysis.
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Appendix A
A.1 Derivation of Reynolds average for the radial
momentum equations
Considering the vertical axisymmetric plume, the sum of the turbulent mean and
the fluctuating velocities in both vertical and radial directions respectively can be
given as:
W (t) = w(t) + w(t)′ (A.1)
V (t) = v(t) + v(t)′ (A.2)







































By taking the time average (i.e integrating the equation over time and dividing it













Substituting the expression for V and W from Equation A.1 - A.2 and noting the


























































Subtracting Equation A.8 with Equation A.9 and doing some rearrangement, leads





















A.2 Derivation of Reynolds average for the vertical
momentum equations
The technique engaged in the derivation of time-averaged vertical momentum equa-
tion is similar to Section A.1. The main difference is that the effects of body forces














































A.2. Derivation of Reynolds average for the vertical momentum equations 55



























































Subtracting Equation A.17 from Equation A.16 and doing some rearrangement,























A.3 Density profiles in fjords
































Table A.1: Density profiles with respect to depth in fjords. Measurements which is
provided by NORCE (Norwegian Research Center) were made between 2011-2016.
Appendix B
B.1 Maximum height of plume rise



























Again let’s sin u = x2, u = sin−1 x2 and du = dx√













Let’s put again x2 = y and xdx = dy
2


























































































































C.1 Matlab codes used in implementation of the
mathematical model
We have used different Matlab code and scripts in the making of this master’s thesis.
The relevant part of the codes in its entirety with detailed comments is presented
below. It should be noted that there are more codes and scripts in the thesis than
those listed below.
C.1.1 Volume, momentum and buoyancy flux
%Volume , momentum and buoyancy f l u x c a l c u l a t i o n s
zspan=[0 4 0 0 ] ; %Height
v0mat = [ q m b ] ; %Fluxes i n i t i a l va lue s
g l oba l g alpha rho0
g= 9 . 8 ; %Gravity
alpha = 0 . 1 1 6 ; %Entrainment constant
rho0=29; %Reference dens i ty , i . e dens i ty at z =0
z s o l = {} ; %Ce l l array i n i t i a l i z a t i o n s
v1so l = {} ;
v2 so l = {} ;
v3 so l = {} ;
%ODE so l v e r




f o r k=1: s i z e ( v0mat , 1 ) %ODE 45 s o l v e r in the c e l l array
v0=v0mat (k , : ) ;
[ z , v]=ode45 (@rhs , zspan , v0 , opt ions ) ;
z s o l {k}=z ;
v1 so l {k}=v ( : , 1 ) ;
v2 so l {k}=v ( : , 2 ) ;
v3 so l {k}=v ( : , 3 ) ;
end
func t i on [ rho , Nsqr ]= dens i ty1 ( z ) %Output i s buoyancy
f requency
[~]= dens i ty1 ( z ) ;
zva la=400−zva l ;
zva lue=f l i p l r ( zva la ) ;
rho2=f l i p l r ( rho1 ) ;
rho3=smoothdata ( rho2 , ’ l owess ’ , 6 ) ;
rho=in t e rp1 ( zvalue , rho3 , z ) ;
rho4=in t e rp1 ( zvalue , rho3 , z+0.1) ;
Nsqr=(−g . / rho0 ) . ∗ ( rho4−rho ) ;
end
%% ODE volume , momentum and buoyancy f l ux equat ions
func t i on parameters=rhs ( z , v )
[~ , Nsqr ]= dens i ty1 ( z ) ;
dV= 2∗ alpha∗ s q r t ( v (2 ) ) ;
dM= (v (1) .∗ v (3 ) ) . / v (2 ) ;
dF= −Nsqr .∗ v (1 ) ;
parameters=[dV;dM; dF ] ;
end
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%% Stopping func t i on
func t i on [ value , terminate , d i r e c t i o n ] = events ( z , v )
va lue = [ v (1 ) ; v (2 ) ] ;
te rminate = [ 1 ; 1 ] ;
d i r e c t i o n = [ 0 ; 0 ] ;
end
%Plot s
f o r k=1: s i z e ( v0mat , 1 )
%Volume f l ux p l o t
f i g u r e (1 )
p l o t ( abs ( v1 so l {k}) , abs ( z s o l {k}) , ’ k ’ )
hold on
x l ab e l ( ’Q (m^3/ s ) ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ z (m) ’ )
g r i d on ;
%Momentum f l ux p l o t
f i g u r e (2 )
p l o t ( abs ( v2 so l {k}) , z s o l {k} , ’ r ’ )
hold on
x l ab e l ( ’M (m^4/ s ^2) ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ z (m) ’ )
g r i d on
%Buoyancy f l u x p l o t
f i g u r e (3 )
p l o t ( abs ( v3 so l {k}) , z s o l {k} , ’ r ’ )
hold on
x l ab e l ( ’F (m^4/ s ^3) ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ z (m) ’ )
g r i d on
end
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C.1.2 Maximum real height vs Briggs maximum height
%Maximum he ight vs Br iggs he ight
zspan=[0 4 0 0 ] ; %Height
y0mat=[b1∗b1∗w1 b1∗b1∗w1∗w1 b1∗b1∗w1∗g1 ;
b2∗b2∗w2 b2∗b2∗w2∗w2 b2∗b2∗w2∗g2
b3∗b3∗w3 b3∗b3∗w3∗w3 b3∗b3∗w3∗g3
b4∗b4∗w4 b4∗b4∗w4∗w4 b4∗b4∗w4∗g4 ] ; %I n i t i a l va lue s
g l oba l g alpha rho0
g= 9 . 8 ; %Gravity
alpha = 0 . 1 1 6 ; %Entrainment constant
rho0=29; %Reference dens i ty , i . e dens i ty at z
=0
z s o l = {} ; %Ce l l array i n i t i a l i z a t i o n s
v1so l = {} ;
v2 so l = {} ;
v3 so l = {} ;
mss f lx ={}; %Mass f l u x
gmark={}; %Reduced g rav i ty
ve l ={}; %Ve r t i c a l v e l o c i t y
b={}; %Width
mntflx={}; %Momentum f l ux
bncy f lx ={}; %Buoyancy f l u x
opt ions=odeset ( ’ RelTol ’ ,1 e−7, ’ AbsTol ’ ,1 e−7, ’ Events ’ ,
@stopevents ) ; %ODE 45 s o l v e r
f o r k=1: s i z e ( y0mat , 1 ) %ODE 45 s o l v e r in the c e l l array
y0=y0mat (k , : ) ;
[ z , y]=ode45 (@rhs , zspan , y0 , opt ions ) ;
z s o l {k}=z ;
v1 so l {k}=y ( : , 1 ) ;
v2 so l {k}=y ( : , 2 ) ;
v3 so l {k}=y ( : , 3 ) ;
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mss f lx {k} =y ( : , 1 ) ;
v e l {k}=y ( : , 2 ) . / mss f lx {k } ;
gmark{k}=y ( : , 3 ) . / mss f lx {k } ;
b{k}=sq r t ( mss f lx {k } ./ ve l {k}) ;
mntf lx {k}=mss f lx {k } .∗ ve l {k } ;
bncy f lx {k}=mss f lx {k } .∗ gmark{k } ;
ZH{k}=5∗pi ∗b{k } .∗b{k } .∗ ve l {k } .∗ gmark{k } ;%Maximum he ight
end
func t i on [ rho , Nsqr ]= dens i ty1 ( z ) %Output i s buoyancy
f requency
[~]= dens i ty1 ( z ) ;
zva la=400−zva l ;
zva lue=f l i p l r ( zva la ) ;
rho2=f l i p l r ( rho1 ) ;
rho3=smoothdata ( rho2 , ’ l owess ’ , 6 ) ;
rho=in t e rp1 ( zvalue , rho3 , z ) ;
rho4=in t e rp1 ( zvalue , rho3 , z+0.1) ;
Nsqr=(−g . / rho0 ) . ∗ ( rho4−rho ) ;
end
%%The main func t i on equat ions
func t i on dy=rhs ( z , y )
[~ , Nsqr ]= dens i ty1 ( z ) ;
mass f lux=y (1) ;
v e l o c i t y=y (2) /mass f lux ;
gmark=y (3) /mass f lux ;
f r i c= 1∗ v e l o c i t y ∗abs ( v e l o c i t y ) ; %Fr i c t i on
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b=sq r t ( mass f lux / v e l o c i t y ) ;
ZH=3.76∗ pi ∗b^2.∗ v e l o c i t y ∗gmark ; %Maximum he ight
dy (1 )=2∗alpha∗b∗ v e l o c i t y ;
dy (2 )=b∗b∗gmark− f r i c ;
dy (3 )=−massf lux ∗Nsqr∗Nsqr ;
dy=dy ’ ;
end
%%Stop func t i on
func t i on [ val , terminate , d i r ]= stopevent s ( t , y )
va l=y (2) ;
terminate=1;
d i r =0;
end
%Plot s and s c a t t e r s
f o r r=1: l ength (ZH) %I n i t i a l i z a t i o n
q ( r )=r ;
end
f o r k2 = 1 : l ength (ZH)
Mzsol ( k2 ) = max( r e a l (ZH{k2 }) ) ; %Briggs he ight
end
f o r k1 = 1 : l ength ( ve l )
z s o l 0 4 ( k1 ) = in t e rp1 ( r e a l ( v e l {k1 }) , r e a l ( z s o l {k1 }) , 0 . 0001 )
; %Maximum he ight
end
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C.1.3 Numerical calculation of the entrainment coefficient, α
zspan =[0 , 400 ] ;
v0mat = [ 0 . 9 0 .01 0 . 9 ] ;%I n i t i a l va lue s
t o l = 10^−7; % Treshold
MAX = 1000 ;%Maximum i t e r a t i o n
v2 = 0 . 0 1 ;%Reference value
i n t e r v a l = [ 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 9 ] ; %Alpha i n t e r v a l
a = i n t e r v a l (1 ) ;
b = i n t e r v a l (2 ) ;
alpha = ( a+b) /2 ;
z s o l = {} ;%Ce l l array i n i t i a l i z a t i o n s
v1so l = {} ;
v2 so l = {} ;
v3 so l = {} ;
f o r k=1: s i z e ( v0mat , 1 )
v0=v0mat (k , : ) ;
[ z , v]=ode45 (@( z , v ) rhs ( z , v , alpha ) , zspan , v0 ) ;
z s o l {k}=z ;
v1 so l {k}=v ( : , 1 ) ;
v2 so l {k}=v ( : , 2 ) ;
v3 so l {k}=v ( : , 3 ) ;
end
i t e r = 1 ;
whi l e ( abs ( ( v ( : , 2) ) − v2 ) > t o l )
alpha= ( a + b) /2 ;
[ z , v]=ode45 (@( z , v ) rhs ( z , v , alpha ) , i n t e r va l , v0 ) ;
i f ( abs ( v ( end , 2 ) )−v2 > 0)
b = alpha ;
e l s e
a = alpha ;
end
i t e r = i t e r + 1 ;




func t i on parameters=rhs ( z , v , alpha )
Nsqr = 0 . 0 1 ;
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db= 2∗ alpha−(v (1 ) .∗ v (3 ) ) . / ( 2∗ v (2 ) .^2) ;
dw= (v (3) . / v (2 ) )−(2∗alpha∗v (2 ) . / v (1 ) ) ;
dgmark= −Nsqr−(2∗alpha∗v (3 ) . / v (1 ) ) ;
parameters=[db ;dw ; dgmark ] ;
end
C.1.4 3D Plume modeling by assuming the buoyancy fre-
quency, N = 10−2
c l e a r
zspan = l i n s p a c e (0 , 2 , 100 ) ;
v2in_vals = l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 5 , 1 0 ) ;
v1in_vals = l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 5 , 1 0 ) ;
v3in_vals = l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 5 , 1 0 ) ;
v0mat = [1 0 .1 1 ] ;
N = s i z e ( v0mat , 1) ;
z s o l = c e l l (N, 1 ) ; %Ce l l array i n i t i l a i z a t i o n
v1so l = c e l l (N, 1 ) ;
v2 so l = c e l l (N, 1 ) ;
v3 so l = c e l l (N, 1 ) ;
v1in = c e l l (N, 1 ) ;
v2in = c e l l (N, 1 ) ;
v3in = c e l l (N, 1 ) ;
f o r k=1: l ength ( v2in_vals )
v0 = v0mat ;
v0 (2 ) = v2in_vals ( k ) ;
[ z , v ] = ode45 (@rhs , zspan , v0 ) ;
z s o l {k} = z ;
v1 so l {k} = v ( : , 1 ) ;
v2 so l {k} = v ( : , 2 ) ;
v3 so l {k} = v ( : , 3 ) ;
v2in {k} = v0mat (2 ) ∗ ones ( s i z e ( v2 so l {k}) ) ;
v1in {k} = v0mat (1 ) ∗ ones ( s i z e ( v1 so l {k}) ) ;
v3in {k} = v0mat (1 ) ∗ ones ( s i z e ( v3 so l {k}) ) ;
end
a l l_z = [ z s o l { : } ] ;
a l l_v1 = [ v1 so l { : } ] ;
a l l_v1 in = [ v1in { : } ] ;
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al l_v2 = [ v2so l { : } ] ;
a l l_v2 in = [ v2in { : } ] ;
a l l_v3 = [ v3 so l { : } ] ;
a l l_v3 in = [ v3in { : } ] ;
%Width
f i g u r e (1 )
subplot ( 1 , 2 , 1 ) ;
p l o t3 ( all_v1 , al l_z , a l l_v1 in ) ;
x l ab e l ( ’b ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ z ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’ db ’ )
g r i d on
subplot ( 1 , 2 , 2 )
v1in_vec = v1in_vals ;
z_vec = al l_v1 ( : , 1 ) ;
s u r f ( z_vec , v1in_vec , al l_v1 . ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ z ’ ) ;
y l ab e l ( ’ db ’ ) ;
z l a b e l ( ’b ’ ) ;
%Ve r t i c a l v e l o c i t y
f i g u r e (2 )
subplot ( 1 , 2 , 1 ) ;
p l o t3 ( all_v2 , al l_z , a l l_v2 in ) ;
x l ab e l ( ’w ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ z ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’dw ’ )
g r i d on
subplot ( 1 , 2 , 2 )
v2in_vec = v2in_vals ;
z_vec = al l_v2 ( : , 2 ) ;
s u r f ( z_vec , v2in_vec , al l_v2 . ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ z ’ ) ;
y l ab e l ( ’dw ’ ) ;
z l a b e l ( ’w ’ ) ;
f i g u r e (3 )
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subplot ( 1 , 2 , 1 ) ;
p l o t3 ( al l_z , a l l_v3in , al l_v3 . ’ ) ;
x l ab e l ( ’ g ’ ’ ’ )
y l ab e l ( ’ z ’ )
z l a b e l ( ’ dg ’ ’ ’ )
g r i d on
subplot ( 1 , 2 , 2 )
v3in_vec = v3in_vals ;
z_vec = al l_v3 ( : , 3 ) ;
s u r f ( z_vec , v3in_vec , al l_v3 . ’ )
x l ab e l ( ’ z ’ ) ;
y l ab e l ( ’ dg ’ ’ ’ ) ;
z l a b e l ( ’ g ’ ’ ’ ) ;
f unc t i on parameters=rhs ( z , v )
alpha =0.116;
db= 2∗ alpha−(v (1 ) .∗ v (3 ) ) . / ( 2∗ v (2 ) .^2) ;
dw= (v (3) . / v (2 ) )−(2∗alpha∗v (2 ) . / v (1 ) ) ;
dgmark= −0.01−(2∗ alpha∗v (3 ) . / v (1 ) ) ;
parameters=[db ;dw ; dgmark ] ;
end
